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~E believe that the chief virtue of an Editorial (at any
l!W rate a Sherborne one) lies in the fact that it usually

I •
consIsts of a confused jumble of news thrown too,

gether and the tumbled mass then presented for the inspec
tion of the reader. This is what our experience of Editorials
in the Shirburnian has led us to believe. The first im
portant fact that strikes our eye is that of the Schoolhouse
victory in the' Three-Oock' match. We believe that before
the match the general opinion was that the out-houses
would win by a narrow margin, but the Schoolhouse played
splendidly together and gained a well-merited victory, and
we take this opportunity of publicly congratulating them on
their brilliant success.

The introduction of a three-legged-race into the Sports
will probably be productive of much amusement. Another
innovation which we hail with delight is the fact that there
will be another event added to our Sports' Programme

Putting the Weight. At last we shall be able to contend
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with other Schools in this respect, and we hope in the not
distant future to secure a 'Blue' at this event. On the
whole with favourable weather we should do well in the
Sports.

But let us turn to more intellectual pursuits. In the
two numbers of this term we have been very fortunate. ·We
have secured the services of two most distinguished O.S.'s.
Mr. A. Waugh, author of' Tennyson, his life and his work'
and editor of 'Johnson' s Lives of the Poets,' who has
just published' Legends of the Wheel," was kind enough
to furnish us with an article on ' Rudyard IGpling's Poetry,'
written in his own easy and brilliant style. One would have
thought that this would have been sufficient for one term,
but not so, Sir Lewis Morris, whose poetry is so well known
to all of us; in another page of this number has honoured us
with some of his own beautiful verse. We only trust that
our readers will appreciate the poem and its message at their
true value. It may not be inexpedient here to refer all
members of the S:;hoo: who are interested in the question of
King Alfred the Great, O.S., and our claims to having
educated him, to 1\1r.Wildman's excellent and learned
pamphlet on the subject, which may be had at Bennett's.

l\fr. Carey has joined the School Rifle Corps, so that we
now have four masters following in the' track of England's
fame.' Of late there hav J been great disputes about the
buttress-courts, as to whether matches should be played in
them. We reserve our own opinion, but the thoughts of
various members of the School may be gathered from the
Correspondence of this number. 'Ve hear rumours that the
suggestions as to the encouragement of English Literature in
the School, some remarks on which were made in the last num
ber, are about to be seriously taken up, and we rejoice to
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learn it. One more word; the Editor is constantly bothered,
whenever a fresh number comes out, by a kind of perpetual
chorus of members of the School crying' Who wrote this or
that?' Whenever a number comes out' straight a barbarous
noise environs me, of owls and cuckoos, asses, apes and dogs,'
to quote from Milton. The Editor has no wish to be per
sonal, but we should have thought that these unwearied and
brazenthroated gentry might have learnt by now that we
seldom or never disclose the authorship of anything in the
Shirburnian to a member of the School. To begin with the
question is not a fair one, for if the Editor does happen to
disclose it inadvertently, he breaks trust with his contributor.
Secondly, if a contributor wishes to remain anonymous, he
has probably some good reason for doing so, and finally we
trust that we shall have no further reason to complain of
this obnoxious practice.

THE RECENTLY DISCOVERED POEMS OF
BACCHYLIDES.

• Oh Lyre divine what daring Spirit
Wakes thee now? tho' he inherit

Nor the pride, nor ample pinion,
That the Theban eagle bear

Sailing with supreme dominion
Thro' the azure deep of air.'

Gray. •Ode 011 the progress of poetry.' xv. II2-II7.

Bacchylides is a name which cannot till the present time
be said to have inspired any feeling in the minds of any, save
the most erudite of scholars. A few fragments and a couple
of epigrams were till almost yesterday all that was known of
him that has been called the 'last of the nine lyric poets of
Greece.' He was known to have been a nephew ofSimonides,
that mighty poet, but his own fame was only a tradition
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cherished by the learned and the few. But now it is probable
that his name will be more widely known and that school boys
will at least have heard of him, as they have heard of Pindar,
Alcaeus, or Sappho, and may even read him if we continue our
classical education after we have left School.

For us modems it is indeed a new' spirit' which' wakes
the lyre divine,' though the hands that touched the strings have
been silent in the grave for two thousand years and more.
And it is true of him to say that he does not' inherit' the
, ample pinion' of Pindar. In the present sketch it will be
attempted to give a short account of the manner in which the
poems were discovered, then to notice briefly the poems them
selves, and last to add a few remarks upon all that is known
of the life of the poet.

Above every other land known to history, Egypt has
always seemed to men to be the land of mystery, the land of
that great and awful past, the land of that mighty river the
Nile, the location of whose source has puzzled the world since
the days of Herodotus. It is the land of Pyramids, of those
massive stone structures which seem to defy every assault of
time, the land of the Sphinx which still smiles at us inscrut
ably as it smiled two thousand years ago. Here it was that
the Israelites toiled and sweated to fulfil the never ending' tale
of bricks: Here the mighty host of Pharaoh was swallowed
by the deep. Here Alexander formed that city which was the
most abiding monument of his glory. Here Antony and
Cleopatra loved and died. And here it was that the most
brilliant soldier of modern days came, caught for a moment
by the glamour of Eastern conquest. It is a land of im
memorial traditions and antiquity. It had kings who were
great and powerful when Abraham lived. Before the siege of
Troy, Rameses 11. had adorned it with mighty works, with
canals, with fortresses, and temples, above all with the huge
and solemn temple of Abu Simbel ' hewn out of a mountain, and
its entrance guarded by four Colossi, each with a divine
calm imprinted on its mighty features, and with eyes fixed
towards the rising of the sun:

But this land of mystery has lately acquired yet another
interest in our eyes. During the last seven years it has
given to us several important works.-Of these the first
is Aristotle's Politeia, a sketch of the Athenian Constitution,
which has added in no small degree to our knowledge.
Next there are those' snatches of common life embodied in the
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Mimes of Herondas.' Only in July last we were electrified
by hearing that some new sayings of Jesus had been found, a
discovery which would alone have endeared this land for ever
to all Christians. A year ago the British Museum acquired
from a dealer in Cairo a very ragged papyrus roll, torn into
about 200 pieces. Mr. F. G. Kenyon, to whose lot it has fallen
to edit three lost classics, was entrusted with the difficult and
laborious task of piecing these together. This he succeeded
in doing and gave back to the world twenty poems, which,
though fragmentary in a few places, are considering the ex
tremely torn state of the manuscript wonderfully complete.

The poems thus restored to light are most interesting.
But they are exactly what we should have thought from the
scanty evidence that we have hitherto had about him. They
are not remarkable for their originality, there is none of the
sublimity of Pindar, or the lyric intensity of Sappho. But our
author is a master of language. He possesses that quality of
expressing so much in a single phrase-

•All the charm of all the muses
Often flowering in a lonely word.'

His poetry is artificial indeed, but easy, graceful, and
polished. S'.1ch phrases as-' Deianeira with the neck of life's
springtime' and' Cypris in the wreath about whose brows love
lingers,' are of the fine gold of poetry. Most of the odes, like
Findar's, are celebrations of victors in the games. Hiero, the
rich and powerful king of Syracuse, is addressed in three of
them. 'His exploits make a wide world through which the
poet can wing his eagle flight.' Hiero is afflicted with an in
curable disease, but Ba:::chylides promises him immortality in
poetry.

Little is known of Bacchylides the man. He was how
ever a native of Ceos, and the nephew of the great poet
Simonides. Four ot his poems celebrate the success in the
games of his native isle. There is a disputed passage in the
second ode which may mean that seventy victories in the
games have fallen to the men of Ceos. \Ve cannot but suspect
however that the poet has fallen a victim to exaggeration from
a sentiment of over-patriotism. He calls himself the' honey
tongued nightingale of Ceos' and often mentions the name of
the island. In spite of his love for his birth pla:e however, he
suffered banishment and wandered away in his misery to the
court of Hiero of Syracuse, the Maecenas of the day. As (ar
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as we can judge he lived from about 510 B.e. to 450. He was the
unsuccessful rival of Pindar, who excelled him in simplicity,
boldness, originality and grandeur of diction.

The value of such a discovery as this can hardly be over
estimated. It is not only of interest to the scholars, but also
to the general reader. The scholar will discover that more
than 200 words have been added to the lexicon, and will doubt
less revel in some fresh grammatical difficulties. But to the
general reader it is the poems themselves which will attract
attention. Not remarkable perhaps for spontaneity they are
gems in their way, as clean cut and polished as art can make
them. It is very strange for us to think that a master singer,
who has been two thousand years in the grave and been un
known to us save by tradition, should rise up to-day and pour
in our ears the splendour of melody and song.

POETRY.

Blithe Boyhood! Shall a jaded muse

A world-worn brain,

The tribute of a song refuse,

Besought again ?

Long since to my own School I gave

A humble lay,

Mixt memories, now gay, now grave,

Of work and play;

The reverend courts, the minster grey,

The curfew bell,

Still though dim years have passed away,

Remembered well.
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The panting chase, the flying ball,
The tenteu plain,

The plunge 'neath the warm wave, recall
Dead youth again.

The happy tasks that sweetened rest,
The soul a-fire,

The thirst to know, the unsateu zest
For something higher ;

The wonder of discovered lore
And wisdom old,

Poet and sage with new found store,
Words, thoughts, of gold.

Visions of far off precious things
Shy hopes of fame,

Ambition's spreading soaring wings,
Love's nascent flame.

Ah me how far they seemed and yet
How strangely nigh!

Age might its slower limbs forget,
Its dimmer eye.

Again the hopeful youthful heart
Throbs high and fast,

Again the joy, sometimes the smart
Of the dead Past.

Nor only in old fanes as hearts
But ever new,

Young schools, young lives, with varied arts
The Muse pursue.

199
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Pass on, swift generations, pass
Undaunted on;

Each year spreads swifter wings, alas!
Till all are gone.

Soon gay youth lost III Manhood's prime
Shall fleet away,

Forget the unstaying foot of Time
In healthful play!

But think ye not the needed rest,
The happier toil,

To him alone are fully blest,
Who knows no soil.

Nor let your youthful thought forget
That work and rest

Him profit best whose soul is set
To gain the B(i)st.

[APRIL,

LEWIS MORRIS.

'" LEGENDS OF THE WHEEL.

By ARTHUR WAUGH, O.S.

.. The legend comes full cycle now,
And in our age of Steel,

The new Ixion bends his brow
Above the deathless wheel."

, Legends of the \Yheel' is the title selected by Mr. \iVaugh
for his latest book. This consists of a collection of nearly
thirty short humorous poems, all of them connected in some

* I e;end3 of the Wheel by Arthnr "\Vaugh, published by Arrowsmiths,
Bristol and London,
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way with bicycling, and hence the title of the book. At the
beginning of the volume Mr. \iVaugh wIites this note-' In two
of the" legends" the wheel is referred to as the "bike"; but
it is hoped that the use of inverted commas will free the
author from the suspicion of using in his own person a very
vile, if current phrase, which is justly depreciated by all true
wheelmen,' in which sentiment he has our hearty concurrence.

These poems are for the most part excellent. They unite
real humour to considerable metrical skill. At the same time
they are not pretentious, and are well worth reading even by
those who are not bicyclists. But here we think that this
little book should be widely read by members of the School,
not because the writer himself is an Old Shirburnian, nor be
cause our Head-Master is such an enthusiast for cycling, but
because of the real value of the book itself. Mr. Waugh may
be said to have constituted himself the Laureate of the Bicycle,
that latest method of progression, which has hitherto been not
recognised so far as we know, by the publication of a book
celebrating it and solely devoted to its eulogy.

To come to the poems themselves. The dedicatory
stanzas are excellent, here is one verse :-

• By Chorley wood, by Chalfont stream
\Ve've rested too towards eventide,

At some forgotten gate to dream
\Vhere Milton sang and Waller died.'

Mr. \iVaugh's verses are nearly all of them colloquial in
this volume, but are easy, witty, and fascinating. "The Bell
of the Bike" the first poem is very funny :-

'In the beginning
Ere the artificer
Built him the wood thing,
Named Celerifere.'

(Told of in Badminton)-

and so on with further delightful nonsense. If we might select
what we consider the best we should say 'the Romaunt of
Cecilia,' 'Mrs. \Vatherston's Gymkhana,' 'Town and Country,'
, the Scorching Club,' 'the Tricks of the Trade,' 'to my wheel,'
'the Last Ride of Trelawney,' and' the Hills of Memory.'
The first two are well told society stories. 'Town and
Country' is a modern eclogue in which Strephon and U rbanus
dispute about the respective merits of town and country.
A brand new Humber is the prize anq 'Old Darnoc,'ltas' i~
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arbiter, but he 'loves not to hear the song' and rides off with
the prize;-

'See how he pedals merrily away;
III tempere:i bards, he wishes you" Good-Day".'

'The Scorching Club' denounces that nuisance with which
we are all acquainted, those

, Knights errants of the road,
Whose majestic backs are bowed

Nearly double with an action whose attraction is inane.'

, The Tricks of the Trade' 'lines to my Wheel' are also good,
while' the Last Ride of Trelawney' is a parody of that cele
brated ballad by the Reverend R. S. Hawker, with those
famous lines :-

'Then shall Trelawney, and shall Trelawney die?
Then thirty thansand Cornish boys shall know the reason why,'

which Macaulay in his History of England called an old
ballad written about 1688.

These pieces are ingenious trifles, graceful, light and
. amusing verses. But the last poem' Hills of Memory' strikes
something deeper: it is here that we catch a note of real poetry.
There is a fine description in the poem calling up the remem
brance of the' dear hills and vales of Somerset.' The metre
is well handled, the rhymes are good, and the whole poem is
picturesque and graceful.

We have only space for one quotation more:

.. before me in the valley
Spreads the glory of my sunny native land!

.. Straight to meet the sky it stretches, like a purple cloth and golden,
From the many-peopled pinnacles of \Vells,-

From the green and moated palace, with its sudden arches olden,
Where the iron armed Crusaders beat the bells.

Yet the old familiar places are alive with unknown faces,
And-oh! comrades of the merry mom and mild,

E'en the fleet wings of the swallow find you far too far to follow,
\Vhere your tents confront the desert and the wild! "

Such is Mr. Waugh's little book, a volume filled with
dainty touches of wit, with incidents and stories irresistibly
humorous. It is just the sort of book to read when we
wish to while away an idle hour when we want encouragement
if we are unfortunate in our endeavours to learn the gentle art
of bicycling. It is a book to urge us on in the pursuit of
cycling and to introduce us to its joys, to teach us in short
the' ethics of Bicycling and Wheeldom.'
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THE ALARM.

203

Kortie, one of the three forts built after the Dongola
Expedition of 1895 to guard the river extremities of the desert
routes to Omdurmar and Metemneh, is at the time of writing
garrisoned by 2 Corps of the Royal vVarwickshire Regiment,
a half Batallion of the 6th Egyptians and a Squadron of
Cavalry (Egyptian). On Sunday, February 6th, I was
seated peacefully in my mud hut after Church parade was
over, reading to wile away time and. remain protected from
the piercing rays of the sun, till called upon to go to lunch,
when I was disturbed by a sudden stampede in the fort. At
first I paid no particular attention to the occurrence, knowing
the habits of the Egyptian soldiery who at any moment indulge
in the most violent mimic riots. This continuing it seemed to
me that things were becoming somewhat more tumultuous than
usual, and not only was this the case in the fort, but a stampede
started into one of the main gates, which is situated quite near
my hut. I at once got up and opened my windows, if such they
may be called, consisting as they do of the lids of ordinary
deal boxes sunk into the mud wall, at the usual height from
the ground, two pieces of leather nailed into the wall and on
to the top of the wood forming the hinges on which they
swing. The particular window out of which I happened to look
faced on to the Redoubt. Between my hut and the Redoubt are
the offices of the Commandant of the fort, a British Major.
While watching this stampede of men, some shouting, some
dancing and all running, including our own men, I saw the
Commandant come out and stop two men who were passing at
the moment and speak to them. He himself then started to
run in the direction of the Redoubt and so I concluded that
something serious must have taken place. I dropped the
window and was leaving the hut to ascertain what had happened
when my native servant rushed in shouting "Darweesh,
Darweesh barra" for he cannot speak a word of English,
"The Dervishes, the Dervishes are outside." The seizing
of helmet and buckling on of sword was but the work of an
instant. Meanwhile the Alarm was sounding and when I
reached our parade ground, which is in the centre of the fort,
I found that most of the men had paraded, all with their arms
but some in the quaintest of Service Kits, the order being that
on the sounding of the Alarm the men will seize their arms
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at once and fall in in whatever Kit they may happen to be at
the time. Some were in shirt sleeves with their slings outside
some in Khaki, some in red serges, some in boots and
some in slippers, some with helmets on and some with caps.
Ammunition boxes were brought out and torn open, to each
man being issued IOO rounds in addition to the 20 he. carries
always on his person. The Roll was called and four men
were found to be absent. Rumour had it that they were in the
market at the time and had been seized by the Dervishes
before they were able to effect their escape through the crowd

Now we were ready for anything that might be required
of us and only awaited orders. Whilst we were busy with
our own part, the half Egyptian Batallion had taken up their
places along the parapets, the gunners aiming the guns at the
salient angles. The Zariba of Sunt (a very thorny tree) was
being drawn into position to bar all entrances, thus complet
ing the chain of obstacles the whole way round the fort.
In the Redoubt stood the Commandant scanning the whole
horizon in search of the enemy, but all that was visible was the
IO or 12 Cavalry men whom he had at once sent out to scout
on receiving the alarm. The Camel Corps who had been
here for a day or two, and the remainder of the Squadron of
Cavalry had gone some three days previously on a patrol
between Kortie Fort and Debbeh Fort. It seemed at first
to have been a master stroke for the Dervishes to have
attacked when scouting in the proper sense of the word; on
our part all pursuit was an impossibility, even in case of victory.
It was very trying for the British Detachment to have to
stand below in the Fort and not be able to see what was going
on outside. In the ordinary course of events we should have
had to strengthen any weak spot, or be used for a counter
attack. Half an hour had elapsed before the scouts came in to
report that they were unable to find any trace of the Dervishes
and so the " Disperse" was sounded, and soon all was normal
again.

I was then enabled to mount the parapet and look round:
Immediately under cover of the Fort were herds and herds
of goats and sheep and large quantities of Camels, which had
been driven in for protection on the first alarm, in an incredibly
short space of time. The Market which takes place on Sundays
and Thursdays about half a mile outside the Fort, where the
whole country for miles around collect, coming on camels and
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donkeys, to buy and to sell, had entirely vanished. Boats
were crossing to the other bank of the River crowded with
natives and their belongings. -The Zakeers, which are water
wheels used when the Nile goes down, to bring water up on
to the banks for the cultivation were no longer worked, the
oxen having either been ferried across the river or driven
under cover of the Fort. The panic was complete, for
the population both dread and hate the Dervish beyond
description. The market did not re-assemble again that day.
While still standing on my parapet I saw some of our
men running towards the parapet of the right face, and on
enquiring the reason, was told that the Cavalry were bringing
in some Dervish captives! I left the Fort by the Ewer gate,
where a sentry had been posted to prevent any but officers
leaving the Fort, and went in the direction of some natives,
who having got over the scare, had collected just outside and
were chattering as only they can.

Of Dervish captives, needless to say, there were none.
I found the Commandant there interviewing the Chief Intellig
ence Agent, Sheik Ben Nugger, and the Sheik of Korti Village,
Sheik Hassan, both of whom were heavily armed with swords,
rifles and spears, as to the origin of Alarm. It transpired
that a native slave woman had come in from the desert to
the market, with the news that her village had been raided
by the Dervishes, all the cattle had been carried off, and
that they were now advancing on Korti. This if true was
sufficiently alarming, but alas it was not true. On the re
ceipt of this information the Friendly Arabs, as they are
called, of whom there were a considerable quantity in the
market buying food, fired their rifles in the air, as is their
custom, as a warning to all fighting men to set out at
once for their desert post. Four shots in all, I believe, were
fired. This combined with the shouting of" Darweesh" caused
the stampede. \Ve were very disappointed at having no fun, when
everything at first looked so genuine, however, we are ready
at any moment to give them a very warm reception should they
care to come. Meanwhile news reached us of an advance of the
British Brigade to Berber, and shortly to the Atbara, to oppose
any advance on the part of the Emir 1\fahmond and his
Metemneh army.

Ax O.S.

Korti, February 12th.
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FOOTBALL.

SENIOR HOUSE MATCHES.

[APRIL,

HODGSON'S v. WILSON'S.

This was a very exciting struggle, but the strength of
Hodgson's outsides told and they finally won by two goals and
a try to nil. Wilson's played very pluckily and held their
opponents in the tight, but in the open Fletcher and Jeudwine
showed to advantage while Pinckney and Sopper outside were
too much for \Vilson's. Hext at three-quarters seemed be
wildered and did not play up to his usual form. Cheatle how
ever played extremely well, showing with great vigour in the
scrum and collaring Pinckney more than once when that player
began to look dangerous, Windsor also played hard and nearly
scored. Leigh-Clare at half stopped rushes pluckily. The
tries were secured by Pinckney, Carey and Chapman.

Teams:-

Hodgson's.

Rickman (back) ;' H. C. Pinckney, Carey mi., Saxon,
Colmore (three-quarters); F. W. Sopper (Captain), and
Buckmaster (halves) ; H. V. Fletcher, J. G. Jeudwine,
Simpson, Le-Cocq, Chapman, Mercer, Stillwell and Hodgson
(forwards).

Wilson's.

Baker (back) ; G. T. B. Hext, Kelway, de Pass and
Eglington (three-quarters); Leigh-Clare and Woodforde
(halves); C. T. Cheatle (capt.), Windsor, Lambert, Shephard,
ma., Powys, Smith, Custance and Attwood (forwards).

--:0:--

BLANCH'S v. WILDMAN'S AND DAY-BOYS.

This match ended in another victory for Wildman's and
Day-boys by 53 points to nil. For the losers Stanger-Leathes
did all that one player could do, collared well and got in some
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very good kicks. Radford also worked hard in the grovel and
Browning played well at three-quarters. For the winners
Temperley and Wood among the forwards, Douglas, ma.
and mi. and Gordon were best outside. The chief try
getters were Wood (3), Temperley (2), Gordon (2), Blackborne
(2), and Douglas (1).

Teams:-

Wildman's and Day-boys.

Kidner (back); M. S. Douglas, Gordon, Blackborne and
McEnery (three-quarters); K. J. Douglas and Williams, ma.
(halves); H. V. Temperley (capt.), A. D. Wood, Adams,
Bowman, Whitaker, McDonald, mi. and Greenhill (forwards).

Blanch's.

Hall (back); C. F. Stanger-Leathes (capt.), Browning,
Loughnan and Pinkney, mi. (three-quarters); Large and
Cameron (halves); Radford., Turner, ma., Crapper, Woodhams,
Brook, Turner, mi., May and Pullman (forwards).

--:0:--

HODGSON'S v DAY BOYS AND WILDMAN'S.

What would have otherwise been a very excIhng match
was robbed of much of its interest by the fact that both sides
were without several of their best players, Hodgson's particu
larly so. The Day Boys were the first to press and after play
had been in progress about ten minutes, Gordon evaded the
defence and scored a try, from which McDonald, mi. kicked a
goal. This was soon followed by another try which Temperley
scored after a very good run, but the kick was a failure. After
this play was very close and Fletcher, by a good dribble,
nearly scored, but he was not well backed up. The first
half was in favour of the Day Boys, but Sapper by good defen
sive play, checked all efforts at scoring for a time. Temperley
made a very good attempt at kicking a penalty goal, and
Douglas, mi. made some good runs. Douglas, ma. made a
good run and after some good passing Blackborne scored.
Douglas, ma. converted. Sapper and Fletcher made several
attempts fa get off, but were always brought down in time.
Just before time Douglas, ma. took a good pass from Douglas,
mi. and scored an easy try. The same player converted. For
the winners the best of the forwards were Temperley, Adams
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and Bowman, and Douglas, ma. and Douglas, mi. were the
most conspicuous of the outsides. For Hodgson's, SopP2r and
Fletcher did all that two players could do, but of the rest
Simpson and Carey, mi. alone did anything. 1\1r. Bell kindly
acted as Referee.

Teams:-

Day Boys and Wildman's.

Kidner (back); M. S. Douglas, Gordon, ma., Blackborne
and McEnery (three-quarters); K. J. Douglas and Williams, ma,
(halves); H. V. Temperley (capL), Adams, Bowman,
McDonald, mi., \Vhitaker, Greenhill, Brewster, and Low
(forwards).

Hodgson's.

Colmore (back); Carey, mi., Duke, Saxon and Bullock
(three-quarters); F, \V. Sopper (capt.), and Buckmaster
(halves); H. V. Fletcher, Simpson, Le Cocq, Mercer,
Hodgson, mi., Stillwell and Rogerson (forwards).

--:0:--

THE SCHOOLHOUSE v THE THREE-COCK HOUSES

(WILDMAN'S AND DAY-BOYS, HODGSON'S, WILSON'S).

This annual match was played on the 12th March. The
prevailing epidemic had deprived both sides ef important
players, but the match was none the less exciting. The School
house won the toss and elected to play with the sun in their
faces for the first half, Shortly after three the ball was set in
motion by the Out-houses. After the preliminary returns the
ball gradually settled down between half-way and the School
house twenty-five. The Schoolhouse forwards played admir
ably together, but their heavier opponents were somewhat
disorganized. At last Fletcher, ma, got the ball and ran right
down to the House line where he was collared, but as no one
was backing up, a very good opportunity of scoring was missed.
On re-starting the game continued in the House twenty-five
till Sunderland headed a rush, which took the ball past half-way
and well into the opposing twenty-five. Here after some tight
scrums the ball was got out to the Schoolhouse outsides;
Douglas, ma, relieved by a good kick, but soon after, from
some combined pqssing, Langhorne got the ball and dodging
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the back scored the first try. Kemp kicked an easy goal.
The Out-houses now for the first time began to get together
and played with great dash, taking the game into the
Schoolhouse twenty-five. After some very tight scrums
Temperley got the ball and ran right down until he reached
the back, when he passed to Sopper who easily scored. Hext
made a good attempt at goal. Again prolonged scrums took
place in neutral territory, which were varied by some fine
dribbling by Fletcher, ma. and Sunderland. The kicking of
the Schoolhouse outsides transferred the game to half-way,
where Hext secured the ball, and running very strongly he
scored a try near the flag. Windsor's attempt at goal was a
very good one. The Schoolhouse re-started the game and the
fine play of Sunderland caused the ball to be taken well within
the School twenty-five; when there, the ball was soon transferred
to the House backs and some good passes resulted in Hunt
scoring the second try for the Schoolhouse. Kemp's kick was
a failure.

On resuming the House again pressed despite the efforts
of Cheatle and Temperley in the tight, and Fletcher's brilliant
open play. Sunderland led his forwards admirably and
kept them well in hand. Another bout of passing very
nearly enabled Staley to score, but Sopper, intercepting the
pass, transferred the game to half-way. The House however
worked the ball back and would inevitably have scored again,
but for the fine play of Cheatle. A combined rush of the Out
house forwards now carried the game to half-way and thence
to the twenty-five, where after some tight grovels, Fletcher, ma.
scored by a good dribble. Hext kicked a fine goal from a
somewhat difficult angle. Half-time was then called with the
Out-houses leading by One goal and two tries to one goal and
one try.

After half-time the game remained in the middle of the
field for some time in a series of well contested scrums, where
the Schoolhouse had slightly the advantage. Some really
excellent passing then took place among the Schoolhouse back
division, and Staley was· enabled to score, Hawley-Edwards
easily converting. The Out-house forwards now pulled them
selves together and worked the ball right back into the House
twenty-five. Here there were some very bard scrums on the
line. Sopper crossed the line, but after some dispute, was
ruled outside.
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On the drop-out from twenty-five, the Schoolhouse
fonvards followed up well and prevented the return. Hawley
Edwards soon started the ball, and after some fine passing
Staley again scored for the Schoolhouse, Hawley-Edwards
again converting. Shortly after this the Schoolhouse again
looked like scoring, but were at length pressed back to half
way and thence right down on to their line. Sopper made
several dashes and \;\!illiams scored. Hext kicked a very fine
goal from an extremely difficult angle. The Out-houses again
played up very hard, and during the last ten minutes their
forwards had decidedly the advantage, but the fine tackling of
the House outsides rendered further scoring impossible. When
the whistle at length blew, the Schoolhouse were left victorious
by three goals and a try to two goals and two tries.

It was a wonderful match for scoring. Seldom we believe
have a like number of points been registered in the Three-cock
match. The Schoolhouse three-quarters combined admirably,
and, owing to the extraordinarily weak defence of the two
School wing three-quarters, were enabled to bring off many
good bouts of passing. Langhorne, Staley, and Hawley
Edwards all played excellently. In the scrum, Sunderland was
well backed up by the rest of the forwards, but was far and
away the best of them. All the House grovel shoved hard
in the tight and generally held their heavi~r opponents.

For the losers, whose chief fault lay in their lack of com
bination, at three-quarters Douglas ma. and Hext were the
only redeeming features of an otherwise wretched display. Of
these, the former got in many good kicks and tackled well,
while Hext in his unaccustomed position made several strong
runs, notably the one by which he scored. Sopper was also
very conspicuous at half. Among the forwards, Cheatle and
Temperley in the tight, and Fletcher in the loose were seen to
advantage, but the rest of the scrum did very little.

Teams :-
. Schoolhouse.

Moore, ma. (back); R. \;\!. B. Langhorne, P. C. Staley,
Huntand Horsfall mi., (three-quart~rs); K. F. Hawley-Edwards
and Moser ma. (halves); L. G. Sunderland (Capt.), F. VV. Kemp,
Pothecary, Fletcher mi.. Mayo, \Vaters, Nicholls and Sutton
(forwards).
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Out-Houses.

(Wildman's, Day Boys, Hodgson's and vVilsons).

K. J. Douglas (back); G. T. B. Hext, M. S. Douglas,
Gordon and Buckmaster (three-quarters); F. W. Sopper and
Williams ma., (halves); H.V. Temperley (Capt.), C. T. Cheatle,
H.V. Fletcher, Windsor, Adams, Shepard ma., Bowman and
Simpson (forwards.)

--:0:--

JUNlOR HOUSE MATCHES.

HODGSON'S- v. BLANCH'S

After a plucky resistance Blanch's were overpowered by
Hodgson's who finally won by 32 points to nil. For the
winners Simpson and Murray did best, and for the others
Turner, ma. and Brown played well.

--:0:--

WILSON'S v. DAY BOYS AND WILDMAN'S.

This was a most exciting match and ended in a victory
for the Day Boys and \Vildman's by two goals and one try to
one goal and one try. For the winners Kidner played a very
plucky game at back and of the rest, Adams, \Villiams ma.
and Bowman were best, the latter making some very good
dribbles. For Wilson's the most conspicuous were Kelway,
Leigh-Clare, Smith and Custance. The scores were for Day
Boys and Wildman's, l\IcEnery (2) and Adams; the goals
being kicked by McEnery. For \Vilson's Gottwaltz and
Kelway scored. The goal was kicked by Kelway.

--:0:--

HODGSON'S v. DAY BOYS AND WILDMAN'S.

A close match resulted in a win for the Day Boys and
\Vildman's by two tries to one try. The ground was in a
heavy condition and the game was mostly confined to the
forwards, in which department the Day Boys were much the
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heavier. For the winners the best were Adams, Bowman,
. McDonald ma.and \Villiams ma., and for Hodgson's,Simpson,
Carey mi. and Buckmaster played well. McEnery gained both
tries for the winners, and Colmore scored for their opponents.

--:0:--

WILSON'S v. HODGSON'S.

\Vilson's challenged Hodgson's for second place and
defeated them by one goal and two tries to nil. For the
winners de Pass, Eglington and Leigh-Clare were all very
conspicuous, while on the other side Buckmaster and Simpson
worked hard to avert defeat.

--:0:--

TWO COCK MATCH.

SCHOOL HOUSE v. DAY BOYS AND WILDMAN'S

AND WILSON'S.

This annual match was played on March 5th. Both sides
were without many of their best players owing to illness, the
School House suffering particularly in this respect. Pothecary
kicked off from the town end and the ball was returned into
touch. The game was well contested until half-time, the
School House playing pluckily against their heavier opponents,
and soon after play began, \Vilson, ma., availing himself of a
bad mistake made by Low, scored an easy try under the posts.
Pothecary converted. A good forward rush on the part of the
Out-Houses, headed by Bowman, Adams and Custance,
brought the ball to the House twenty-five, and after a series of
grovels which gradually forced the House on to their goal line,
\Villiamsscored a try which however was not improved upon.
The Schoolhouse then made several attempts to get the ball into
their opponents three-quarter line but were foiled by the
superior play of their opponents half-backs. Hunt and Lacey
successively got away but were not backed up. The School
house were now hard pressed. McEnery lost a very easy
chance of scoring by stopping when he had nothing to do but
run in. Just before half-time de Pass got over the line but no
goal resulted. On changing ends play was all in favour of the
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Out-Houses, who repeatedly looked like scoring. However,
Moore on the Schoolhouse right wing tackled well, and it was
not until Eglington made an excellent opening for de Pass that
any try resulted. McDonald's kick was successful. Almost
immediately after this Leigh-Clare made a good run from
nearly half-way, and dodging the back scored a try which
McEnery could not improve upon. Eglington soon after scored
another try, breaking through the Schoolhouse three-quarters;
McDonald converted. The Schoolhouse then made great
efforts to improve matters and for some time looked very like
scoring. Their efforts were at last rewarded for Fletcher mi.
scored from the line out. Pothecary's kick went wide. The
Schoolhouse forwards continued to ,press, a dribble by
Fletcher mi. being followed by a run by Hunt. de Pass
intercepting a pass ran nearly the whole length of the field but
was overtaken and brought down by Hunt. Just before time
Eglington broke away and scored, McEnery kicked the goal.
When the whistle sounded for time the Out-Houses were left
winners by three goals and three tries to one goal and one try,
Day Boys and Wildman's winning the Cup. For the winners
Adams and Bowman were the best of the forwards, and of the
outsides Williams, Leigh-Clare and Eglington were most
conspicuous, the former being the best player on the field. For
the House, Pothecary and Fletcher mi. were best of the
the forwards. Lacey and Moser played a plucky game at half,
though out-matched. Moore was the best of the three
quarters,tackling well throughout.

Teams:-

Two Cock-Houses.

Kidner (back) ;. Eglington, Low, de Pass and Blackborne
(three-quarters); \Villiams and Leigh-Clare (halves); Adams,
McEnery, McDonald, Bowman, Custance, Attwood, Brewster
Greenhill (forwards).

Schoolhouse.

Fletcher tert. (back); Hunt, Moore, Wilson ma. and
Adamson (three-quarters); Lacey and Moser mi. (halves);
Pothecary, Fletcher mi., Mayo, Sutton, Nicholls, \Vaters,
Spiers and Cooper (forwards).

Referee: G. M. Carey, Esq.
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

[APRIL,

The Ptt~lic School Magazine maintains its high standard of
excellence and has a very strange article' on Athletic per
formances in various Schools. "Beasts" continues as good
as ever. There is a portrait of F. E. Lacey, O.S., and a letter
from the Head-Master in the Editorial News.

The Bathoniall contains little except School News, though
we are promised something better in the next number. The
prologue to the Latin Play (Aulularia), there acted on December
18th and 20th, is well worth studying.

The Carthttsian of February is chiefly devoted to School
News.

The Cli{tonian has been already noticed in our last number.

The Felstedian has a ponderous article on the total eclipse of
the sun seen by an old Felstedian in India, and the' Diary of
the School Ghost' is also amusing.

The H aileybttrian has a curious article, half comic, half
pathetic, on Old Quadrangulus, where the prominence given
to athletics is discussed. '

The Lorettonian publishes an article on 'World of Wisdom,'
in which the following wise sayings occur :-' a cane in the
hand is worth two on the back,' 'when twenty-four get licked,
'tis folly to be wise,' 'you can't make a silk purse out of the
boots of a sixth form boy.' 'Four jolly Sportsmen' is also
amusing, while for the benefit of some of our readers we quote
the following:

, Give up scragging, tripping, twisting,
Take them low, and swing them round;
If you want to win your matches,
You must lay them on the ground.'

The Reptonian consists chiefly of School News.

The Wellingtonian has an amusing drama entitled 'the
Coney's lament,' and an article describing the Indian Frontier
Campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

21 5

Dear Sir,
What's the good of having a buttress court

in it? The buttress game is be~ter.

if we never play matches

Yours, etc.
S.H.

Yours truly,
ARISTIDES THE JUST.

Dear Mr. Editor,
Might I say that I highly approve of the decision of the Games Com

mittee with regard to the Fives Courts? The old three-walled court (un
buttressed) is the School game. We are always told to "play the game,"
so why not do so ?

Dear Mr. Editor,
Could there not be "putting the weight" for Juniors, a la-pound

weight, let us say? Also we might have throwing the hammer.
Yours hopefully,

TRAFALGAR.

To the Editor of the ShirbuYltian.
Sir,

I should like, if you will allow me, to utter a protest against the intro
duction of the farcical element into our Athletic Sports It is useless, I
know, to argue where there is a difference of taste in jokes, but is there
really anyone who is amused by the melancholy fooling of a three-legged
race except that small body of persons-haunters of our Field-which roars
with laughter when anyone is collared and brought down at football ?
Every petty grammar school in the country goes in for these things to raise
a laugh, but who wants laughter at athletics at all? The clown business
is quite out of keeping with English sport. It is the same misdirected
feeling which makes many people now-a-days delight in so-called comic
histories, burlesques, dismal parodies and so forth. How the old meetings
at Olympia and Nemea would have been improved by three-legged races
and sack races, with Pindar to compose an ode on the illustrious victors!

I am, Sir,
A FOURTEEN YEARS' SPECTATOR AT THE SPORTS.

Dear Mr. Editor,
May I ask why the race known as The Point to Point has been con

verted into a Steeplechase! \Vould it not be better to have one Steeple
chase and one Point to Point rather than two Steeplechases? I have
always thought that in a Point-ta-Point competitors start from one point
and have to run to another point in the country by the shortest way they
can find. I hope somebody will be able to give the School in general
information on this point, as many others besides myself do not understand
it.

Yours truly,
NOT-A-RUNNER.
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SCHOOL NEWS.

[APRIL,

The Games Committee have been constituted as follows:
L. G. Sunderland (a), Captain of Football, C. F. Stanger
Leathes (b), Captain of Cricket, H. R. Dean (a), Head of
School, F. W. Sapper (f), C. T; Cheatle (c), A. E. Catt (a),
H. V. Temperley (d), L. Kelway (c), Captain of Gymnasium.

The House Matches resulted as follows :-

Senior.

FIRST ROUND.-Hodgson's beat vVilson's.
vVildman's and Day Boys beat Blanch's.

SECOND RouND.-Wildman's and Day Boys beat Hodgson's.

FINAL.-The School-House beat Three Cock Houses
(Wildman's and Day Boys, Hodgson's,
Wilson's).

Junior.

FIRST RouND.-\Vildman's and Day Boys beat Wilson's.
Hodgson's beat Blanch's.

SECOND ROUND.-Wildman's and Day Boys beat Hodgson's.

THIRD ROUlm.-vVilson's beat Day Boys.

FINAL.-Two Cock Houses (Wildman's and Day
Boys and Wilson's) beat School-House.

On February 25th, Mr. Arthur Diosy gave us a delightful
lecture on ' the New Far East,' viz :-the causes, the results and
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the probable consequences of the recent struggle in the Far
East as affecting Japan, China, Russia, and Great Britain.
Mr. Di6sy is the son of the Hungarian patriot, Martin Di6sy,
who was Secretary to the famous Kossuth during the Hungar
ian struggle of 1848-g. He is a distinguished writer and
linguist, and at ten we are told that he spoke four languages
fluently. An ardent friend of Japan, he has for years actively
advocated and promoted a cordial understanding 1;Jetween the
Empire and Great Britain. As for his lecturing powers we
ourselves can speak of them with high praise. His lecture
was instructive and extremely witty, and he was probably one
of the best lecturers we have heard for some time. Not the
least interesting part of his lecture were the slides, which were
many of them taken by telepathy, and he informed us that his
collection of slides was probably a unique one in England.

On March 4th, Mr. Mercer-Adams gave us an entertain
ment which consisted chiefly of songs, and also of imitations
of various actors, where his reproductions of the manner of
Penley and Beerbohm Tree were especially good.

The kicking compehtlOn took place on Monday March
21st, and the result was as follows :--

I I Points.Wilson's.-G. T. B. Hext and \Vindsor

School-Holtse.-F. 'vV. Kemp, P. C. Staley, K.F.
Hawley-Edwards and L. H. Ley

Blanch's.-C. F. Stanger-Leathes and Browning

6~

6 "
Ho.lgson's.-H. V. Fletcher and H. C. Pinckney 5

Wildman's & Day Boys.-H. V. Temperley and
McDonald mi. 3

The kicking as a whole was poor, Hext and \Vindsor
being easily the best of the competitors.
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STEEPLECHASES.

Senior.

[APRIL,

(1. ) lO. R. T. McEnery (2.) 5. F. W. Sopper (/).
(3·) 2. H. V. Fletcher. (/).

Junior.
(1.) 6. Horsfall mi. (a). (2.) 3. Upjohn (ti). (3.) I. Hodges (c).

O.S. CHRONICLE.

F. E. Lacey has been appointed Secretary to the
Nlarylebone Cricket Club.

W. Bowring (d.) playing for England v. Wales at
Hockey shot 4 out of the 7 goals which England secured.

A. \V. F. Rutty (c.) has been playing Hockey for Kent.

M. J. Honnywill (a.) has taken his M.A.

\V. E. Lutyens (d) won the Mile for the L.A.C. in 4.28.

It may interest our readers to know that in the action of
Gokh-Prooh, 31st January1898, Captain Jacob O.S. of the 3rd
Baluchis turned the flank of the enemy and thus defeated them.
Captain Jacob, it may be interesting to know, shot down
Bahub Khan himself, the enemy's leader.

[A fuller account will appear in our next number.]

Those who want to play in the O.S.S. match must apply to
A. C. Broadbent, 14, Sidney Street, Kensington, VV.

Mr. L. N. Parker, our old Music-Master, has been elected
a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Music. Vve beg- to offer
him our heartiest congratulations.

(a.) Schoolhouse, (0.) Blanch's, (c.) Wilson's, (d.) Wildman's,
(f.) Hodgson's.
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